Abstract-This extended paper is provided to explore the theme of revenge in Rawi Hage
De Niro's Game starts in war-torn Beirut and ends in Paris, a novel that dramatized a journey of Bassam, "a clever and nihilistic young man who becomes caught up in the violence of life in a city at war with itself". The novel is divided into three sections. The first two sections recount Bassam's life in Beirut and his attempts to make enough money through drug-dealing, theft, and armed robbery to escape Lebanon and get to Rome, a city that he portrays it "must be a good place to walk freely" (19 Specifically, the theme of revenge is not only a new concern of modern literature, it was the main theme since ancient times, in particular, the acts of avenge has been significant theme in several literary works along with themes of love and death, from Greek tragedies such those of Sophocles to European literature with the works of Shakespeare, mainly Hamlet, to world literature with such works of Dostoevsky. Those writers are ideologically and historically different. They have examined the same subject [revenge] with similar "passion, complexity and concern". Even contemporary Arabic writers in Diaspora write such works that explore avenge. Rawi Hage, the Lebanese-Canadian writer, is amongst whose novels involve the theme of vengeance. Particularly, his Cockroach (2008) highlights revenge clearly when cockroach took revenge on behalf of Shohreh, and De Niro"s Game (2006) is the main concern in this paper to explore the theme of revenge in.
Vengeance gives the writer a convincing mix of ingredients: vicious circumstances; moral issues for debate; a hazardous, passionate mix of disappointment and loss of agitated complaints. Accordingly, Hage's novels portray individuals "who have been marginalized and exiled both within and without the boundaries of their homeland. Their victimization and alienation are due to exile or war, as well as the castrating conditions of poverty, displacement, and social injustice. They become wandering prowlers, who aim through their actual and fictitious roaming[s] to exercise their sense of confinement in excluding and denigrating systems". (50) She deeply indulges that Hage's 'focus is on the individual search for justice (51). She adds: "his peripheralized characters challenge the forces that strip away their civil identities, refuse to be victimized, to capitulate or compromise their principles. They retain their voices and assert their individuality" (51).
The 
out of our convictions, and out of passion"(232-3). (51).
The main factors that led to Bassam's avenge from his enemies or offenders because of his anger from the gangs, mafia and in particular the militia forces practices over feeble and poor people, because of his pain from persecution and discrimination that he experienced under the militia especially Rambo, so that he suffers humiliation. "Revenge is personal"… it "involves a particular emotional tone, pleasure at the suffering of another, while retribution either need involve no emotional tone or involves another one, namely pleasure at justice being done". (qt. in Ziebart 87). In his, The Virtues of Vengeance Peter French wrote: "the taking of revenge usually produces an emotional or psychological state in the avenger, a feeling of pleasure, a sense of accomplishment, a high". (qtd in Ziebart 108). These two quotes highlight the case of Bassam when he managed to take his avenge especially was accused as 
